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From The Editor –
The joys and laughter of Easter and spring are certainly
among us for so many different reasons this year!! As a
matter of fact, I cannot imagine what flowers could
possibly be left to bloom in May ‘from April’s showers’,
since they all were blooming in mid-March here in the
south!
I am delighted to have witnessed, and can report that all of
you had a great winter 2012 for sewing. The shops were
well stocked with beautiful new fabrics, and the customers
were eager to take classes, classes and more classes. And
with the mild winter, we all thought of Easter coming early
– though it really is not.
Bear Threads introduced 12 new fabrics this winter of
2012, which many of you took advantage of (were they not
just gorgeous?!) For those of you, who have not seen them,
please call us for fabric swatches. The Nobleese and Shirt
Gabardine are my two favorites and will make stunning
Holiday dresses….did I just write “HOLIDAY” dresses???
I thank Shirley Schooley for sharing the darling baby
bonnet sewn on the serger. It always amazes me the diverse
background of us all, BS – that would be ‘before sewing’
days. Shirley was a university professor and now a lover of
all things beautiful in the sewing world. You will enjoy
learning how to make a quick and lovely heirloom bonnet
gift.
As you prepare to hide those eggs for your little ones or
their Sunday school class, I leave you with the following:
GOOD IDEA: Finding Easter Eggs
on Easter Sunday Morning
BAD IDEA: Finding Easter Eggs
on Thanksgiving Morning!
Wishing you a GLORIOUS EASTER!

Sheila

About Shirley Schooley
Shirley, a retired University professor
of management, is the owner of Simply
Wonderful Things in Birmingham. She
is also a Jenny Haskins Accredited
Tutor, a Pfaff Certified Educator, has
taught at the School of Art Fashion in
Huntsville, and has appeared several
times on the PFS television program
“Martha’s Sewing Room.” Her work has
appeared in Sleepwear Especially for
You and Square Yoke Baby Daygowns,
both published by the Martha Pullen
Company.

Use your serger for an easy
heirloom baby bonnet

Arrange insertions and lace beading so they are pleasing. One
outer edge should be an edging lace. The edging on the
pictured bonnet is a piece of vintage lace from my stash. I cut
my laces about 4” longer than the finished size of my bonnet.
Often, the first inch or so, and sometimes the last inch of lace
will not have a smooth joining. Allow for this “waste” and also
for a 3/8 hem on both sides of the bonnet. For example, for a
“small” bonnet I would cut my lace strip 17‐18” long.
After spray starching and pressing lace, cut it into lengths that
are 4” longer than your final ear‐to‐ear measurement. This
allows for trimming the irregular ends of the lace band strip as
well as allowing for a 1/4” hem on each side of the bonnet.

Using your serger for heirloom sewing is not a totally new idea,
but making this simple little bonnet will, perhaps, remind you to
see the serger as a valuable tool and partner to your sewing
machine for better and easier heirloom sewing by machine. If
your serger can do a 2‐thread or a 3‐thread rolled hem as well
as a 2‐thread flatlock, you can make this bonnet as well as many
other wonderful heirloom projects. For the rolled hem stitch, I
use Mettler #60 cotton embroidery thread. You will want to
stitch at a slower speed using cotton thread, but this thread
handles easily on the serger. If I am doing what I refer to as an
heirloom‐type project (pretty little pillows, etc.), I might use
Mettler Metrolene, which is a very fine polyester serger thread,
but I prefer 100% cotton thread for Christening gowns or other
special garments. The flatlock technique used on this bonnet
requires #30 silk thread in the needle and a thread that
matches the lace in the lower looper. Because silk thread is
somewhat expensive and typically comes only 50 yards to a
spool, I often do my experimenting with #30 cotton thread and
change to the silk only when I am ready to begin working on my
project.

Your fabric strip should have a finished depth that will allow the
bonnet to match the size measurements above. So, cut the
fabric to allow for the following:
Casing requires 1/4” + 3/8” – turn under 1/4” then turn again to
create the 3/8” casing.
Rolling and whipping the flat lace to the flat fabric require 1/8”
of fabric for the seam.
So, cut the fabric 3/4” wider than the required finished depth.
Lay your laces flat, in the order in which you will join them.
Then, set your serger for a 2‐thread flatlock stitch.

Creating the lace band

Set your serger for a 2‐thread narrow flatlock stitch* (on my
serger, I set a length=1.5 and a width=3.0) and attach the
blindhem foot or the lace foot. Hint: Use the guide on the right
of your foot, adjusted so that the needle will fall just to the left
of the lace header. Disengage the upper knife. Check your
Easy Heirloom Bonnet
owner’s
manual for which foot works best with your serger.
Finished Bonnet measurements: (First measurement is depth
across head; second measurement is ear to ear for bonnets Use fine serger thread in the lower looper and #30 Silk Stitch
with draw strings at the back). Or, use the measurements for thread in the needle.
your favorite bonnet.
Small 7” x 13.5” (infant to 6 months.)
Large: 8” x 14.25” (6‐12 months)

Materials needed:
Small piece of batiste at least 16” wide and 8” deep
Enough lace for several 18” strips
30” of 1/8” (4mm) silk ribbon for casing
18” of ¼” (6mm) silk ribbon for beading
36” of ½ “ (12 mm) silk ribbon for ties
My bonnet has 4 rows of lace plus a row of edging. (Note:
laces for heirloom by serger should generally be 1/2” or wider.)
You may make this lace band wider if you prefer.

Constructing the Bonnet
Change serger setup to a 2‐thread rolled hem with the upper
knife engaged, and serge batiste strip to the lace band. Lay your
fabric and lace together, just as you would when doing a flat
lace to fabric roll and whip on your sewing machine, except
extend the fabric enough so the cutter trims off a tiny bit of
fabric. The needle should fall just to the left of the lace header.
Use the needle position marks on the front of your serger foot,
don’t watch the needle. I often use my clear foot for this step,
but have also done this step using my standard serger foot.
Serge finish the two sides of the bonnet, using the same 2‐
thread rolled hem. Turn up sides 1/4” and stitch on a sewing
machine using a 2.0 straight stitch and a #60 or #80 cotton
thread.

Test the depth of the stitch with some scrap fabric and some
#30 thread such as a cotton thread (to save your silk thread),
then with some small pieces of lace. Remember, a flatlock
seam always looks a bit loose before you pull open the seam.
After threading your serger with the silk thread, do one more
test on some short pieces of lace to double check tensions,
stitch lengths, etc. Remember to open each seam carefully to
ensure that you do not tear the lace. Press each joined strip
open before adding the next strip. Using the “ladder side” of
the flatlock stitch and a very short stitch length provides the
beautiful yellow “band” on the right side of the lace strip.

Form a casing at the back of the bonnet by serging the edge
with the rolled hem stitch then turn under a 3/8” seam
allowance. Stitch using a 2.0 straight stitch on the machine to
form a casing for 1/4” ribbon.

Finishing Touches

When you are pleased with your test results, stitch all laces,
right sides together. If you have used lace beading, run ribbon Cut the yard of 1/2” wide ribbon into two pieces. With a pin,
through the beading, extending the ribbon about 1” beyond the mark one end of the ribbon 1.25” from the end, 2.25”, and 3.5.”
ends of the lace.
Fold the ribbon in opposite directions at each pin. Stitch to the
lower front corners of the bonnet and zigzag in place. Test your
zigzag stitch on a scrap of fabric. Try Length=1 and Width=1.5 as
a beginning point. **
Other ideas:
1. When I’m beginning to serge two strips of lace, I like to
pin the strips together so they remain aligned until I can
set the needle down. Remove the pin before beginning
to serge.
2. Although it’s fun to see what you can construct using
only the serger, the best use of the serger, especially
when doing heirloom, is to use it for those applications
where it is most appropriate and the sewing machine

for other applications. The serger is wonderful for roll
and whip applications such as entredeux or lace to flat
fabric, but is not as effective for applications such as
attaching gathered lace, setting in tiny sleeves, etc.
3. It is possible to serge lace to lace with a tiny rolled hem.
However, this is a totally different look than that
achieved with traditional flat lace to flat lace methods.
(see pictures below) I would use the serger for more
casual heirloom‐type projects such as an heirloom‐look
nightgown, but not in a special garment.

The picture below shows an inside seam of a Christening gown
made for a baby boy. Gown was white with blue ribbon run
through entredeux beading and worn over a blue slip (the blue
made a proud father very happy!) The gown had four 32” seams
with the entredeux beading, and the serger made creating all of
these seams fast and of high quality.

4. I always use the rolled hem stitch for the first step in a
French seam. Then, I take my project to the sewing
machine and use a mini piping foot for the second step.
The piping foot travels over the rolled seam, letting you
stitch very close to the first seaming. Result: a
wonderful narrow French seam in only minutes. When
doing a French seam on an A‐line seam such as a slip,
you can adjust the differential feed to avoid the
stretching that sometimes occurs with the bias seam.
5. The pictures below shows two views of a small baby
pillow made “mostly” on the serger. The machine
stitching only took place for Step 2 of the side French
seam. The lace was serged (rolled and whipped) to the
entredeux, which was serged to the body of the pillow.

I would encourage you to not only try using the serger when
creating heirloom projects, but also encourage your customers
to do so also. Any method that give us quality results while
requiring less time makes it possible to create even more
wonderful heirloom projects for us to love now and for the next
generation to love also.

Guipure
In one of our earliest Bear in Mind issues (September, 2009) I
briefly defined a Guipure Embroidery. But since many of you
were not subscribers at that time, and since it is both a novel
and confusing type of embroidery, I am going to elaborate
this month with examples.

Resources:
Making Friends with Decorative Serging on the Pfaff 4872, Many times over the years I have been asked if they are
available from Linda Lee Originals, 2480 Riniel Road, Lennon, ‘laces’ or ‘embroideries’. Well they are indeed Swiss
embroideries by the manner they are stitched, though they do
Michigan 48449
look ‘lacey’!
DVD: Heirloom Sewing by Serger with Martha Pullen and Kathy
The Living Webster Encyclopedic Dictionary gives as a
McMakin, available from the Martha Pullen Company
definition:
Guipure, gi-pur’, Fr/
Notes:
“Any of various heavy laces in which the pattern is connected
*I am indebted to Linda Lee Vivian whose excellent books on by bars or coarse stitches rather than worked on a net or mesh
using a serger inspired me to try this flatlock heirloom ground.”
technique

That means that the design must always connect to itself.
**I learned this technique for adding ribbon ties by reading Guipures are stitched on solid fabrics as in embroidering
Victorian Sewing and Crafts, Martha’s Sewing Room, Series 200, fabric. After the design is completed, the ground fabric is
chemically dissolved away. Therefore if the design was not
sometime in the late 1990s.
continuous, you would have ‘motifs’. In the United States
this type of production is referred to as ‘chemical laces’, or
Resources:
‘burned out’ laces as the fabric is literally chemically burned
Heirloom by Serger DVD
away. Terms like Cluny laces and Venise laces are also used,
Linda Lee Vivian Book
and fall into the same category.

Natural egg dyes, simplified
Four dyes,
Many colors
Add to 2 cups hot water.
For Yellow – add a hefty
teaspoon of turmeric powder
For Pink – add a couple handfuls of chopped red beets, either fresh
or jarred.
For Blue – add two cups of frozen blueberries or blackberries.
Bring water to boil, remove from heat and simmer.
For Green – boil water first, then turn off the heat and add the
contents of six chlorophyll capsules, which can be found in
natural-foods stores.
After everything has cooled, strain out the chunky bits, then add a
teaspoon of vinegar to each of the beets (pink) and berries (blue).
Dunk eggs. Keep dunking and cross-dunking and letting them
soak a bit until you get colors you like. Be happy.

Guipures are firm, stiff laces that are most often stitched on
the Schiffili embroidery machines following an embroidered
design. These are the same machines on which our Swiss
embroideries are stitched, not at all to be confused with the
Handloom Machine. That is an entirely different method of
embroidering. Guipures are quite heavy and are quite often
used in bridal and formal wear. They are almost always used
in designs that are straight and simple with no darts, and few
seams. The seams would make for much too much bulk in
the garment.
If any of you have done needlepoint or pillow lace making,
the basic idea is the same with the ground consisting of ties or
brides.
Note from the pictures that the yellow background is a type of
cotton organza or batiste that is chemically burned away
leaving only the embroidery. Other examples are motifs that
could be embroidered individually or embroidered in the
method of Guipures.
Passementeries are a cousin of the family of
Guipures….perhaps we might address them in a future issue.
Sheila Nicol
Sheila T. Nicol, Designs
All right reserved, 2012
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In Photograph #1 you can clearly see the embroidery stitched on a
thin translucent fabric.
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Photograph #3
A – Top horizontal floral motif has been embroidered on organdy and
cut out by hand. This would be considered a Schiffli embroidery.
B – The collar is a perfect example of a Guipure
C –The pink floral motif in the center has also been embroidered on
organdy and hand cut.
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Photograph #2 shows the ground fabric having been chemically
burned away.
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Photograph #4
A –The top floral strip is again stitched on organdy and hand cut from
the fabric.
B‐ The triangle is a Guipure.
C‐The bow is a Guipure

exquisite jeweled Easter eggs for the Russian Imperial
Court. Most of these creations themselves contained
hidden surprises such as clock-work birds, or miniature
ships.
In the northern parts of the United Kingdom,
Germany, and other countries, there is the tradition of
rolling painted eggs down steep hills on Easter Sunday.
In the U.S., such an Easter egg roll is done on flat
ground, pushed along with a spoon; the Easter Egg Roll
has become a much loved annual event on the White
House lawn. This event has taken place annually since
it was started by President Rutherford B. Hayes in
1878.
One last bit of trivia – When boiling eggs for Easter, a
popular tan color can be achieved by boiling the eggs
with onion skins. A greater variety of color was often
Most of us relate the Easter egg with the Resurrection, provided in days of old, by tying on the onion skin with
and the start of new life just as new life emerges from an different colors of woolen yarn.
egg when the chick hatches out. After the doldrums of
winter in the northern hemisphere, it is a joy to
welcome Easter and both the symbolism of new life and
the factual new life that spring brings. But, to our
cousins in the southern hemisphere, it is a strangely
reflective and even melancholy day not associated with
the energy and vitality of spring, but rather the more
subdued spirit of autumn.

EASTER EGG LORE

In the Orthodox and Eastern Catholic Churches, Easter
eggs are dyed red to represent the blood of Christ, shed
on the Cross, and the hard shell of the egg symbolized
the sealed Tomb of Christ – the cracking of which
symbolized His resurrection from the dead. Many
Catholic Eastern European countries celebrate by
bringing decorated baskets filled with Easter eggs,
breads, and other symbolic foods to be blessed by the
priest. This is a most beloved Polish tradition on Holy Sheila purchased these painted wooden eggs years ago from
Liberty of London.
Saturday.
Every Christian country has its’ own traditions of Easter
traditions. One of the most famous is from Russia,
where the celebrated Faberge workshops created

Visit us on the web at www.bearthreadsltd.com
To place an order contact us at 404-255-5083 or 404-255-4001 fax
"Bear in Mind" articles are available on our website. Encourage your customers to check out our
website for information and inspiration.

